Participate in 2local Exclusive Airdrop on
LaToken
2local is now offering a new airdrop
arrangement that promises high profits
NEW YORK, USA, October 20, 2020
/EINPresswire.com/ -- 2local is the first
to build a new ultra-fast Blockchain
which has integrated cashback
functionality as well. Also, they are the
first platform to create and share value
with the people who use 2local coins
for payments.
The platform has a predetermined coin
flow and a smart trading algorithm which maintains a steady rising exchange rate. The 2local
blockchain is fully ERC-721 compatible for other projects to build their token on.
By giving the profit of the rising exchange rate back to the people in the cashback system, 2local
provides prosperity around the globe without any fraudulent vulnerability.
Everyone can participate by just using the 2local L2L coin without having to make savings out of
it or freeze the coins by staking what is becoming more popular nowadays.
The transfer fee of every transaction is used in the cashback system and as a discount for buying
L2L coins at 2local.
The L2L Airdrop At LaToken
2local, in collaboration with LaToken has arranged an airdrop event to introduce it's much
anticipated native coin, L2L.
* 2local Exclusive Airdrop Competition at LATOKEN includes a total prize pool of $85000 or 50M
L2L tokens.
* According to schedule, the airdrop event starts on Monday 12 Oct 2020 and runs till Sunday 8

Nov 2020.
* Prize pool of $45k will be equally split between every participant who completed 3 mandatory
tasks altogether:

The participants are required to complete a Know-Your-Customer (KYC) procedure on LATOKEN.
To qualify, participants must acquire a minimum of $2.50 value of 2local tokens on IEO after
Airdrop begins
Every participant must be registered on 2local platform
The airdrop event promises a prize pool of $40k reward to the highest buyers of the 2local
tokens.
The reward pool is in the order below:
1st highest buyer: $25000 L2L tokens
2nd highest buyer: $10000 L2L tokens
3rd highest buyer: $5000 L2L tokens

Referral Program:
The airdrop at LaToken also includes a separate referral program. According to arrangements,
users get a 10% bonus tokens of the rewards your friends get.
Participants who complete the three (3) mandatory tasks above are automatically enlisted for
the Airdrop Competition.
To stay up to date with news about 2local, please subscribe to the official telegram channel.
About 2local: 2local is a loyalty platform that supports local-2-local and sustainability. It is
tapping into banking with native L2L tokens, which are designed to rise in value as part of a
cashback system. The goal is to achieve a sustainable world with prosperity for all.
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